Every year, the Alliance française Lyon - center for Unesco welcomes over 2500 students from about 130 countries. The school presents an atmosphere of exceptional teaching and intercultural dialogue. The AFL belongs to an international network of over 900 Alliance françaises present in 137 countries. The AFL offers French courses at every level, based on the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages. The certified and experienced professors are specialists of French as a Foreign Language (FLE). The discovery of French culture, of French-speaking cultures and of the values of UNESCO is inherent to our teaching, particularly through visits in cultural and patrimonial institutions of Lyon.

◆ MAIN PROGRAMMES OF STUDY

General French course:
- Intensive and extra-intensive courses. Day and evening courses.

Complementary courses:
- Oral training
- Phonetics
- Grammar
- Introduction to writing
- Improving writing skills
- Thematic workshops and summer workshops ('Wine and gastronomy', 'French through radio', 'French through movies', 'Discover the city of Lyon' etc.)

Professional French courses:
- Business French
- Legal French
- Medical French

Exams training courses:
- TCF training course
- DELF / DALF training course

◆ STRENGTHS

- Labellised Quality FLE: This label, delivered in 2008, guarantees quality services in five domains: reception, lodging, management, teachers and training.
- UNESCO Label: the AFL becomes the first Alliance Française in the world to be a center for UNESCO. AFL Promotes nonviolence and peace, respect and tolerance of the world cultures.
- An official examination center (TCF, DELF, DALF, DFP, DAEFLE)
- A hosting service adapted to student needs (host families, university residence, studios etc.)
- Free services (individualized mentoring, cultural activities, film club, self-learning center, multimedia center, etc.)
- 2500m² of hearty, modern and well-equipped space (interactive white boards in all classrooms, WIFI, disabled access, air-condition)

◆ LOCATION

The AFL is located in the 3rd arrondissement of Lyon, in the heart of the city, on the left side of the river Rhône and benefits from the proximity of all public transports.

◆ Precise name of the institution
Alliance française de Lyon - Club Unesco

◆ Type of institution
Private institution of higher education.

◆ City where the main campus is located
Lyon

◆ Number of students
2500

◆ Percentage or number of international students
100%

◆ Type and level of qualifications awarded
- TCF - TCF Naturalisation - TCF Québec
- DELF - DALF - DAEFLE - DFP

◆ French language courses
Yes - General and specialized French language courses.

◆ Programs for international students
Yes - Year round French language courses.

◆ Programs in English
No

◆ Registration fees/year
(for information only)
510 euros/60h/month

◆ Postal address
Alliance française de Lyon - 11 rue Pierre Bourdan - 69003 Lyon - FRANCE

http://www.aflyon.org